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General Chapters

General Information

Add the following: 1.2 Audience

This chapter is intended for both the practicing bioassay
analyst and the statistician who are engaged in developing a■〈1032〉 DESIGN AND
bioassay. The former will find guidance for implementing
bioassay structure and methodology to achieve analyticalDEVELOPMENT OF BIOLOGICAL
goals while reliably demonstrating the biological activity of
interest, and the latter will gain insights regarding the con-ASSAYS
straints of biology that can prove challenging to balance
with a rigorous practice of statistics.

2. BIOASSAY FITNESS FOR USE1. INTRODUCTION
To evaluate whether an assay is fit for use, analysts must

specify clearly the purpose(s) for performing the bioassay.
Common uses for a bioassay include lot release of drug sub-1.1 Purpose and Scope
stance (active pharmaceutical ingredient) and drug product;
assessment of stability; qualification of Standard and otherGeneral chapter Design and Development of Biological As-
critical reagents; characterization of process intermediatessays 〈1032〉 presents methodology for the development of
and formulations; characterization of contaminants and deg-bioassay procedures that have sound experimental design,
radation products; and support of changes in the productthat provide data that can be analyzed using well-founded
production process. The relative accuracy, specificity, preci-statistical principles, and that are fit for their specific use.
sion, and robustness requirements may be different for eachGeneral chapter 〈1032〉 is one of a group of five general
of these potential uses. It is a good strategy to develop andchapters that focus on relative potency assays, in which the
validate a bioassay to support multiple intended uses; foractivity of a Test material is quantified by comparison to the
example, a bioassay primarily developed for batch releaseactivity of a Standard material. However, many of the princi-
may serve other purposes. Decisions about fitness for useples can be applied to other assay systems.
are based on scientific and statistical considerations, as wellThis general chapter is intended to guide the design and
as practical considerations such as cost, turnaround time,development of a bioassay for a drug substance or product
and throughput requirements for the assay.intended for commercial distribution. Although adoption of

When assays are used for lot release, a linear-model bioas-this chapter’s recommended methods may be resource in-
say may allow sufficient assessment of similarity. For bioas-tensive during assay development, early implementation can
says used to support stability, comparability, to qualify refer-yield benefits. Lastly, the perspectives and methods de-
ence materials or critical reagents, or in association withscribed herein are those recommended from among the
changes in the production or assay processes, it is generallymany alternatives which contemporary bioassay theory and
useful to assess similarity using the entire concentra-practice offers.
tion–response curve, including the asymptotes (if present).Focus on Relative Potency—Because of the inherent varia-

bility in biological test systems (including that from animals,
cells, instruments, reagents, and day-to-day and between- 2.1 Process Developmentlab), an absolute measure of potency is more variable than a
measure of activity relative to a Standard. This has led to Bioassays are generally required in the development andthe adoption of the relative potency methodology. Assum- optimization of product manufacturing, including formula-ing that the Standard and Test materials are biologically sim- tion and scale-up processes. Bioassays can be used to evalu-ilar, statistical similarity (a consequence of the Test and Stan- ate purification strategies, optimize product yield, and meas-dard similarity) should be present, and the Test sample can ure product stability. Because samples taken throughout thebe expected to behave like a concentration or dilution of process are often analyzed and compared, sample matrixthe Standard. Relative potency is a unitless measure ob- effects that may affect assay response should be carefullytained from a comparison of the dose-response relationships studied to determine an assay’s fitness for use. For relativeof Test and Standard drug preparations. For the purpose of potency measures, the Standard material may require dilu-the relative comparison of Test to Standard, the potency of tion into a suitable matrix for quantitation. The bioassay’sthe Standard is usually assigned a value of 1 (or 100%). The precision and accuracy should be sufficient for measuringStandard can be a material established as such by a national process performance or for assessing and comparing the(e.g., USP) or international (e.g., WHO) organization, or it stability of candidate formulations.could be an internal Standard.
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cell culture reagent such as fetal bovine serum. The fitness2.2 Process Characterization
for use in such cases is tied to the ability of the assay to
screen reagent lots and to ensure that lots that may bias orBioassays may be performed to assess the effect on drug
compromise the relative potency measurements are notpotency associated with different stages of drug manufac-
accepted.ture or with changes in the manufacturing process (e.g., to

demonstrate product equivalence before and after process
changes are made). Bioassays used in this type of applica- 2.7 Product Integritytion may be qualitative or quantitative.

Biotechnology, biological, and vaccine products may con-
tain a population of heterogeneous material, including the2.3 Product Release
intended predominant product material. Some process im-
purities and degradation products may be active, partiallyBioassays are used to evaluate the potency of the drug
active, inactive in, or antagonistic to, the response measuredbefore commercial product release. To the extent possible,
in the bioassay. For product variants or derivatives for whichthe assay should reflect or mimic the product’s known or
changes in structure or relative composition may be associ-intended mechanism of action.  If the bioassay does not
ated with subtle yet characteristic changes in the bioassayinclude the functional biology directly associated with the
response (e.g., change in slope or asymptote), the bioassaymechanism of action, it may be necessary to demonstrate a
may be useful in the detection and measurement of theserelationship between the bioassay’s estimated potency de-
variants or derivatives. Studies that identify characteristicterminations and those of some other assay that better or
changes associated with variants of the intended productotherwise reflects putative functional activity.
help ensure consistent product performance. WheneverFor product-release testing, product specifications are es-
practical, the bioassay should be accompanied by orthogo-tablished to define a minimum or range of potency values
nal methods that are sensitive to product variants, processthat are acceptable for product. The precision of the report-
impurities, and/or degradation products.able value from the bioassay must support the number of

significant digits listed in the specification (see general chap-
ter Biological Assay Validation 〈1033〉), and, in conjunction 3. BIOASSAY FUNDAMENTALSwith relative accuracy, support the specification range. In
order to meet these specifications, manufacturing quality
control will have sufficiently narrow product release specifi-
cations in order to accommodate any loss of activity due to 3.1 In Vivo Bioassays
instability and uncertainty in the release assay.

In vivo potency assays are bioassays in which sets of dilu-
tions of the Standard and Test materials are administered to2.4 Process Intermediates animals and the concentration–response relationships are
used to estimate potency. For some animal assays, theBioassay assessment of process intermediates can provide endpoint is simple (e.g., rat body weight gain assay forinformation regarding specificity. Formulation and fill strate- human growth hormone or rat ovarian weight assay for fol-gies may rely on bioassays in order to ensure that drug licle stimulating hormone), but others require further pro-product, including that in final container, will meet its es- cessing of samples collected from treated animals (e.g., re-tablished specifications. For example, unformulated bulk ticulocyte count for erythropoeitin, steroidogenesis formaterials may be held and evaluated for potency. Bulks may gonadotropins, neutrophil count for granulocyte colonybe pooled with other bulk lots, diluted, or reworked based stimulating factor, or antibody titer after administration ofon the potency results. For these types of applications, the vaccines). With the advent of cell lines specific for the puta-bioassay must be capable of measuring product activity in tive physiological mechanism of action (MOA), the use ofdifferent matrices. In some cases, a separate Standard mate- animals for the measurement of potency has substantiallyrial is made and is used to calculate relative potency for the diminished. Cost, low throughput, ethical, and other practi-process intermediate. cal issues argue against the use of animal bioassays. Regula-
tory agencies have encouraged the responsible limitation of
animal use whenever possible (see The Interagency Coordi-2.5 Stability
nating Committee on the Validation of Alternative Methods,
Mission, Vision, and Strategic Priorities; February 2004).The potency assay may be used to assess biotechnology
When in vitro activity is not strongly associated with in vivoand vaccine product stability. Information from stability
activity (e.g., EPO), the combination of an in vitro cell-basedstudies, performed during development under actual and/or
assay and a suitable physicochemical method (e.g., IEF, gly-accelerated or stressed storage conditions, may be used to
can analysis) may substitute for in vivo assays. However, aestablish shelf life duration as well as to identify and esti-
need for in vivo assays may remain when in vitro assaysmate degradation products and degradation rates. Post li-
cannot detect differences that are critical in regard to acensure stability studies may be used to monitor product
drug’s intended biological function.stability. Knowledge of both short-term and long-term varia-

Animals’ physiological responses to biological drugs (in-bility of the bioassay is important to assure an acceptable
cluding vaccines) may predict patients’ responses. Selectionlevel of uncertainty in potency measures obtained.
of animal test subjects by species, strain, gender, and ma-
turity or weight range is guided by the goal of developing a

2.6 Qualification of Reagents representative and sensitive model with which to assess the
activity of Test samples.

The quantitative characterization of a new Standard re- Some assay methods lend themselves to the use of colony
quires an accurate and precise measurement of the new versus naive animals. For example, pyrogen and insulin test-
Standard’s biological activity. This measurement is used ei- ing benefit from using experienced colony rabbits that pro-
ther to establish that the new Standard lot is equivalent to vide a reliable response capacity. If animals recently intro-
the previous lot or to assign it a label potency to which Test duced to the colony fail to respond as expected after several
samples can be compared. Additional replication (beyond administrations of a compound, they should be culled from
routine testing) may be required to achieve greater preci- the colony so they do not cause future invalid or indetermi-
sion in the potency measurement of the new Standard ma- nate assay results. In the case of assaying highly antigenic
terial. Additionally, the bioassay may be used to qualify a compounds for pyrogens, however, naive animals should be
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used to avoid generating inaccurate or confounded results. responses based on an intracellular signaling mechanism—
Other colony advantages include common controlled envi- such as second messengers, protein kinase activation, or re-
ronmental conditions (macro/room, and micro/rack), consis- porter gene expression—have proven acceptable to regula-
tent feeding schedule, provision of water, and husbandry tory authorities. Lastly, most cell lines used for bioassays ex-
routine. press receptors for multiple cytokines and growth factors.

Historical data including colony records and assay data This lack of specificity may not be detrimental if the Test
can be used to identify factors that influence assay perfor- sample’s specificity is demonstrated.
mance. The influence of biasing factors can be reduced by Cell-based bioassay design should reflect knowledge of
applying randomization principles such as distribution of the factors that influence the response of the cells to the
weight ranges across dose groups, group assignments from active analyte. Response variability is often reflected in pa-
shipping containers to different cages, or use of computer- rameters such as slope, EC50 of the concentration–response
generated or deck patterns for injection/dosing. A test curve, or the response range (maximum minus minimum
animal must be healthy and have time to stabilize in its response). Even though relative potency methodology mini-
environment to be suitable for use in a bioassay. Factors mizes the effects on potency estimates of variation in these
that combine to influence an animal’s state of health in- parameters among assays, and among blocks within an as-
clude proper nutrition, hydration, freedom from physical say, such response variability can make an assay difficult to
and psychological stressors, adequate housing sanitization, manage (i.e., it may be difficult to assess system suitability).
controlled light cycle (diurnal/nocturnal), experienced han- Hence, while assay development should be focused prima-
dling, skillful injections and bleedings, and absence of noise rily on the properties of potency, efforts to identify and con-
or vibration. Daily observation of test animals is essential for trol variation in the concentration–response relationship are
maintenance of health, and veterinary care must be availa- also appropriate. For blocked assays (e.g., multiple cell cul-
ble to evaluate issues that have the potential to compromise ture plates in an assay) with appreciable variation in curve
the validity of bioassay results. shape among blocks, an analysis that does not properly in-

clude blocks will yield inflated estimates of within-assay vari-
ation, making similarity assessment particularly difficult. Two

3.2 Ex Vivo Bioassays strategies are available for addressing variation among
blocks: one, a laboratory effort to identify and control

Cells or tissues from human or animal donors can be cul- sources of variation and two, a statistical effort to build and
tured in the laboratory and used to assess the activity of a use a blocked design and analysis. Combining these strate-
Test sample. In the case of cytokines, the majority of assays gies can be particularly effective.
use cells from the hematopoietic system or subsets of hema- The development of a cell-based bioassay begins with the
topoietic cells from peripheral blood such as peripheral selection or generation of a cell line. An important first step
blood mononuclear cells or peripheral blood lymphocytes. when developing a cell-based assay to assess a commercial
For proteins that act on solid tissues, such as growth factors product is to verify that the cell line of interest is not re-
and hormones, specific tissue on which they act can be re- stricted to research use only. To ensure an adequate and
moved from animals, dissociated, and cultured for a limited consistent supply of cells for product testing, a cell bank
period either as adherent or semi-adherent cells. Although should be generated if possible. To the extent possible, in-
an ex vivo assay system has the advantage of similarity to formation regarding functional and genetic characteristics of
the natural milieu, it may also suffer from substantial donor- the bioassay’s cell line should be documented, including de-
to-donor variability, as well as challenging availability of ap- tails of the cell line’s history from origin to banking. For
propriate cells. example, for a recombinant cell line this might include the

Bioassays that involve live tissues or cells from an animal identification of the source of the parental cell line (internal
(e.g., rat hepatocyte glucagon method) require process cell bank, external repository, etc.), of the DNA sequences
management similar to that of in vivo assays to minimize used for transfection, and of the subsequent selection and
assay variability and bias. The level of effort to manage bias functional testing regimen that resulted in selection of the
(e.g., via randomization) should be appropriate for the pur- cell line.  Ideally, though not always practical, sufficient in-
pose of the assay. Additional factors that may affect assay formation is available to permit recreation of a similar cell
results include time of day, weight or maturity of animal, line if necessary. Pertinent information may include identity
anesthetic used, buffer components/reagents, incubation (e.g., isoenzyme, phenotypic markers, genetic analysis);
bath temperature and position, and cell viability. morphology (e.g., archived photographic images); purity

(e.g., mycoplasma, bacteria, fungus and virus testing); cry-
opreservation; thaw and culture conditions (e.g., media3.3 In Vitro (Cell-Based) Bioassays components, thaw temperature and method, methods of
propagation, seeding densities, harvest conditions); thaw vi-Bioassays using cell lines that respond to specific ligands ability (immediately after being frozen and after time inor infectious agents can be used for lot-release assays. These storage); growth characteristics (e.g., cell doubling times);cell lines can be derived from tumors, immortalized as fac- and functional stability (e.g., ploidy).tor-dependent cell lines, or engineered cell lines transfected Cell characterization and vigilance regarding aspects of as-with appropriate receptors. Additionally, nontransformed say performance that reflect on cell status are necessary tocell lines which can be maintained over a sufficient number ensure the quality and longevity of cell banks for use in theof passages (e.g., fibroblasts) may also be used. Regardless QC environment. The general health and metabolic state ofof cell line, there is an expectation of adequately equivalent the cells at the time of bioassay can substantially influencepotency response through some number of continuous the test results. After a cell line has been characterized andpassages. Advances in recombinant DNA technology and is ready for banking, analysts typically prepare a two-tieredthe understanding of cellular signaling mechanisms have al- bank (Master and Working). A Master Cell Bank is created aslowed the generation of engineered cell lines with improved the source for the Working Cell Bank. The Working Cellresponse, stable expression of receptors and signaling mech- Bank is derived by expansion of one or more vials of theanisms, and longer stability. The cellular responses to the Master Cell Bank. The size of the banks depends on theprotein of interest depend on the drug’s MOA and the du- growth characteristics of the cells, the number of cells re-ration of exposure. Such responses include cell proliferation, quired for each assay, and how often the assay will be per-cell killing, antiviral activity, differentiation, cytokine/media- formed. Some cells may be sensitive to cryopreservation,tor secretion, and enzyme activation. Assays involving these thawing, and culture conditions, and the banks must beresponses may require incubation of the cells over several carefully prepared and characterized before being used fordays, during which time contamination, uneven evapora- validation studies and for regular use in the QC laboratory.tion, or other location effects may arise. Comparatively rapid
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There follow factors that may affect bioassay response and of the bioassay system that will be used to estimate the
the assessment of potency, that are common to many cell- potency of a Test sample.
based bioassays: cell type (adherent or nonadherent); cell
thawing; plating density (at thaw and during seed train

4.1 Datamaintenance) and confluence (adherent cells); culture ves-
sels; growth, staging, and assay media; serum requirements

Fundamentally, there are two bioassay data types: quanti-(source, heat inactivation, gamma irradiation); incubation
tative and quantal (categorical). Quantitative data can beconditions (temperature, CO2, humidity, culture times from
either continuous (not limited to discrete observations; e.g.,thaw); cell harvesting reagents and techniques (for adherent
collected from an instrument), count (e.g., plaque-formingcells, method of dissociation); cell sorting; cell counting; de-
units), or discrete (e.g., endpoint dilution titers). Quantaltermination of cell health (growth rate, viability, yield); cell
data are often dichotomous; for example, life/death in anpassage number and passaging schedule; cell line stability
animal response model or positivity/negativity in a plate-(genetic, receptor, marker, gene expression level); and star-
based infectivity assay that results in destruction of a cellvation or stimulation steps. This list is not exhaustive, and
monolayer following administration of an infectious agent.analysts with comprehensive understanding and experience
Quantitative data can be transformed to quantal data bywith the cell line should be involved during assay develop-
selecting a threshold that distinguishes a positive responsement. These experienced individuals should identify factors
from a negative response. Such a threshold can be calcu-that might influence assay outcomes and establish strategies
lated from data acquired from a negative control, as byfor an appropriate level of control whenever possible.
adding (or subtracting) a measure of uncertainty (such as
two or three times the standard deviation of negative con-

3.4 Standard trol responses) to the negative control average. Analysts
should be cautious about transforming quantitative data to

The Standard is a critical reagent in bioassays because of quantal data because this results in a loss of information.
the necessity to have a reliable material to which a Test
preparation can be quantitatively compared. The Standard

4.2 Assumptionsmay be assigned a unitage or specific activity that repre-
sents fully (100%) potent material. Where possible, a Stan-

A key assumption for the analysis of most bioassays is thatdard should be representative of the samples to be tested in
the Standard and Test samples contain the same effectivethe bioassay. Testing performed to qualify a Standard may
analyte or population of analytes and thus may be expectedbe more rigorous than the routine testing used for lot
to behave similarly in the bioassay. This is termed similarity.release.
As will be shown in more detail in the general chapter Anal-A Standard must be stored under conditions that preserve
ysis of Biological Assays 〈1034〉 for specific statistical models,its full potency for the intended duration of its use. To this
biological similarity implies that statistical similarity is pres-end, the Standard may be stored under conditions that are
ent (for parallel-line and parallel-curve models, the Standarddifferent from the normal storage of the drug substance or
and Test curves are parallel; for slope-ratio models, the Stan-drug product. These could include a different temperature
dard and Test lines have a common intercept). The reverse(e.g., −70° or −20°, instead of 2°–8°), a different container
is not true. Statistical similarity (parallel lines, parallel curves,(e.g., plastic vials instead of syringes), a different formula-
or common intercept, as appropriate) does not ensure bio-tion (e.g., lyophilizable formulation or the addition of carrier
logical similarity. However, failure to satisfy statistical similar-proteins such as human serum albumin, stabilizers, etc.).
ity may be taken as evidence against biological similarity.The Standard material should be tested for stability at ap-
The existence of a Standard–Test sample pair that passes thepropriate intervals. System suitability criteria of the bioassay
assessment of statistical similarity is thus a necessary but notsuch as maximum or background response, EC50 slope, or
sufficient condition for the satisfaction of the key assump-potency of assay control may be used to detect change in
tion of biological similarity. Biological similarity thus re-the activity of the Standard. Accelerated stability studies can
mains, unavoidably, an assumption. Departures from statisti-be performed to estimate degradation rates and establish
cal similarity that are consistent in value across replicaterecognizable characteristics of Standard instability.
assays may be indicative of matrix effects or of real differ-At later stages in clinical development, the Standard may
ences between Test and Standard materials. This is truebe prepared using the manufacturing process employed in
even if the departure from statistical similarity is sufficientlypivotal clinical trials. If the Standard formulation is different
small to support determination of a relative potency.from that used in the drug product process, it is important

In many assays multiple compounds will yield similar con-to demonstrate that the assay’s assessment of similarity and
centration–response curves. It may be reasonable to use aestimate of potency is not sensitive to the differences in for-
biological assay system to describe or even compare re-mulation. An initial Standard may be referred to as the Pri-
sponse curves from different compounds. But it is not ap-mary Standard. Subsequent Standards can be prepared us-
propriate to report relative potency unless the Standard anding current manufacturing processes and can be designated
Test samples contain only the same active analyte or popu-Working Standards. Separate SOPs may be required for es-
lation of analytes. Biological products typically exhibit lot-to-tablishing these standards for each product. Bias in potency
lot variation in the distribution of analytes (i.e., most biolog-measurements sometimes can arise if the activity of the
ical products contain an intended product and, at accepta-Standard gradually changes. Also, loss of similarity may be
bly low levels, some process contaminants that may be ac-observed if, with time, the Standard undergoes changes in
tive in the bioassay). Assessment of similarity is then, at leastglycosylation. It is prudent to archive aliquots of each Stan-
partially, an assessment of whether the distribution ofdard lot for assessment of comparability with later Standards
analytes in the Test sample is close enough to that of theand for the investigation of assay drift.
distribution in the Standard sample for relative potency to
be meaningful; that is, the assay is a comparison of like to

4. STATISTICAL ASPECTS OF BIOASSAY like. When there is evidence (from methods other than the
bioassay) that the Standard and Test samples do not containFUNDAMENTALS
the same active compound(s), the assumption of biological
similarity is not satisfied, and it is not appropriate to reportThe statistical elements of bioassay development include
relative potency.the type of data, the measure of response at varying con-

Other common statistical assumptions in the analysis ofcentration, the assay design, the statistical model, pre-analy-
quantitative bioassays are constant variance of the responsessis treatment of the data, methods of data analysis, suitabil-
around the fitted model (see section 4.3 Variance Heteroge-ity testing, and outlier analysis. These form the constituents
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neity, Weighting, and Transformation for further discussion), coefficient of k = 2 corresponds to a log transformation of
normally distributed residuals (a residual is the difference be- the data. For further discussion of relationships between log-
tween an observed response and the response predicted by transformed and untransformed data, see Appendix in the
the model), and independence of the residuals. general chapter Biological Assay Validation 〈1033〉.

Constant variance, normality, and independence are inter- Note that transformation of the data requires re-evalua-
related in the practice of bioassay. For bioassays with a tion of the model used to fit the data. From a statistical
quantitative response, a well-chosen data transformation perspective there is nothing special about the original scale
may be used to obtain approximately constant variance and of measurement; any transformation that improves accor-
a nearly normal distribution of residuals. Once such transfor- dance with assumptions is acceptable. Analysts should rec-
mation has been imposed, the remaining assumption of in- ognize, however, that transformations, choice of statistical
dependence then remains to be addressed via reflection of model, and choice of weighting scheme are interrelated. If a
the assay design structure in the analysis model. Indepen- transformation is used, that may affect the choice of model.
dence of residuals is important for assessing system and That is, transforming the response by a log or square root,
sample suitability. for example, may change the shape of the response curve,

and, for a linear model, may change the range of concen-
trations for which the responses are nearly straight and

4.3 Variance Heterogeneity, Weighting, and nearly parallel.
Transformation For assays with non-constant variance, a weighted analysis

may be a reasonable option. Though weighting cannot ad-
Simple analysis of quantitative bioassay data requires that dress lack of residual normality, it is a valid statistical ap-

the data be approximately normally distributed with near proach to placing emphasis on more precise data.   Ideally,
constant variance across the range of the data. For linear weights may be based on the inverse of the predicted
and nonlinear regression models, the variance referred to within-assay (or within-block) variance of each response
here is the residual variance from the fit of the model. Con- where the predictors of variance are independent of re-
stant variance is often not observed; variance heterogeneity sponses observed in a specific assay.
may manifest as an increase in variability with increase in In practice, many bioassays have relatively large variation
response. If the variances are not equal but the data are in log EC50 (compared to the variation in log relative po-
analyzed as though they are, the estimate of relative po- tency) among assays (and sometimes among blocks within
tency may still be reasonable; however, failure to address assay). If not addressed in the variance model, this variation
nonconstant variance around the fitted concentra- in log EC50 induces what appears to be large variation in
tion–response model results in an unreliable estimate of response near the mean log EC50, often yielding too-low
within-assay variance. Further, the assessment of statistical weights for observations near the EC50.
similarity may not be accurate, and standard errors and con- If the assay is fairly stable (low variability in EC50), an alter-
fidence intervals for all parameters (including a Fieller’s The- native is to look at variance as a function of concentration.
orem-based interval for the relative potency) should not be While not ideal, an approach using concentration-depen-
used. Confidence intervals for relative potency that combine dent variances may be reasonable when the weights are es-
potency estimates from multiple assays may be erroneous if timated from a large number of assays, the variances are
within-assay error is used for confidence interval calculation. small, any imbalance in the number of observations across

Constancy of variance may be assessed by means of resid- concentrations is addressed in the variance model, and
ual plots, Box-Cox (or power law) analysis, or Levene’s test. there are no unusual observations (outliers). This possibility
With Levene’s test, rather than relying on the p value, can be examined by plotting the response variance at each
change in the statistic obtained is useful as a basis for judg- concentration (preferably pooled across multiple assays)
ing whether homogeneity is improved or worsened. Vari- against concentration and then against a function of con-
ance is best assessed on a large body of assay data. Using centration (e.g., concentration squared). Variance will be
only the variance among replicates from the current assay is proportional to the function of concentration where this
not appropriate, because there are too few data to properly plot approximates a straight line. The apparent slope of this
determine truly representative variances specific to each line is informative, in that a horizontal line indicates no
concentration. Data on variance is sparse during develop- weighting is needed. If a function that yields a linear plot
ment; it is prudent to re-assess variance during validation can be found, then the weights are taken as proportional to
and to monitor it periodically during ongoing use of the the reciprocal of that function. There may be no such func-
assay. tion, particularly if the variation is higher (or lower) at both

Two methods used to mitigate variance heterogeneity are extremes of the concentration range studied.
transformation and weighting. Lack of constant variance can Whether a model or historical data are used, the goal is
be addressed with a suitable transformation. Additionally, to capture the relative variability at each concentration. It is
transformation can improve the normality of residuals and not necessary to assume that the absolute level of variability
the fit of some statistical models to the data. A transforma- of the current assay is identical to that of the data used to
tion should be chosen for an assay system during develop- determine the weighting, but only that the ratios of vari-
ment, checked during validation, used consistently in rou- ances among concentrations are consistent with the histori-
tine assay practice, and checked periodically. Bioassay data cal data or the data used to determine the variance
are commonly displayed with log-transformed concentra- function.
tion; slope-ratio assays are displayed with concentration on Appropriate training and experience in statistical methods
the original scale. are essential in determining an appropriate variance-model-

Transformation may be performed to the response data as ing strategy. Sources of variability may be misidentified if
well as to the concentration data. Common choices for a the wrong variance model is used. For example, data may
transformation of the response include log, square root (for have constant variation throughout a four-parameter logistic
counts), reciprocal, and, for count data with known asymp- concentration–response curve but can also have appreciable
totes, logit of the percent of maximum response. Log trans- variation in the EC50 parameter from block to block within
formations are commonly used, as they may make nearly the assay, or from assay to assay. If the between-block or
linear a useful segment of the concentration–response rela- between-assay variability is not recognized, this assay can
tionship, and because of the ease of transforming back to appear to have large variation in the response for concentra-
the original scale for interpretation. A log–log fit may be tions near the long-term average value of the EC50. A
performed on data exhibiting nonlinear behavior. Other al- weighted model with low weights for concentrations near
ternatives are available; i.e., data may be transformed by the the EC50 would misrepresent a major feature of such an as-
inverse of the Power of the Mean (POM) function. A POM say system.
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cally. The concentrations at the extreme ends of the range4.4 Normality
should be examined carefully as these often have a large
impact on the slope and calculations derived from theMany statistical methods for the analysis of quantitative
slope. If, in the final assay, the intent is to use only concen-responses assume normality of the residuals. If the normality
trations in the linear range, choose a range of concentra-assumption is not met, the estimate of relative potency and
tions that will yield parallel straight lines for the relativeits standard error may be reasonable, but suitability tests
potencies expected during routine use of the assay; other-and a confidence interval for the relative potency estimate
wise, the assay will fail parallelism tests when the potencymay be invalid. Most methods used in this chapter are rea-
produces assay response values outside the linear range ofsonably robust to departures from normality, so the goal is
response. When potency is outside the linear range, it mayto detect substantial nonnormality. During assay develop-
be appropriate to adjust the sample concentration based onment, in order to discover substantial departure from nor-
this estimated potency and test again in order to obtain amality, graphical tools such as a normal probability plot or a
valid potency result. The repeat assays together with thehistogram (or something similar like stem-and-leaf or box
valid assays may generate a biased estimate of potency be-plots) of the residuals from the model fit may be used. The
cause of the selective process of repeating assays when thehistogram should appear unimodal and symmetric. The nor-
response is in the extremes of the concentration–responsemal probability plot should approximate a straight line; a
curve.normal probability plot that is not straight (e.g., curved at

The problem is more complex in assays where there isone end, both ends, or in the middle) indicates the pres-
even modest variation in the shape or location of the con-ence of nonnormality. A pattern about a straight line is an
centration–response curve from run to run or from block toindication of nonnormality. Nonnormal behavior may be
block within an assay. In such assays it may be appropriatedue to measurements that are log normal and show greater
to choose subsets for each sample in each assay or even invariability at higher levels of response. This may be seen as a
each block within an assay. Note that a fixed-effects modelconcave pattern in the residuals in a normal plot.
will mask any need for different subsets in different blocks,Statistical tests of normality may not be useful. As per the
but a mixed-effects model may reveal and accommodateprevious discussion of statistical testing of constancy of vari-
different subsets in different blocks (see section 4.9 Fixedance, change of the value of a normality test statistic, rather
and Random Effects in Models of Bioassay Response).than reliance on a p value, is useful for judging whether

Additional guidance about selection of data subset(s) fornormality is improved or worsened. As for variance assess-
linear model estimation of relative potency includes the fol-ment, evaluate normality on as large a body of assay data as
lowing: use at least three, and preferably four, adjacent con-possible during development, re-assess during validation,
centrations; require that the slope of the linear segment isand monitor periodically during ongoing use of the assay.
sufficiently steep; require that the lines fit to Standard andImportant departures from normality can often be mitigated
Test samples are straight; and require that the fit regressionwith a suitable transformation. Failure to assess and mitigate
lines are parallel. One way to derive a steepness criterion isimportant departure from normality carries the risks of disa-
to compute a t-statistic on the slope difference from zero. Ifbling appropriate outlier detection and losing capacity to
the slope is not significant the bioassay is likely to have poorobtain reliable estimates of variation.
performance; this may be observed as increased variation in
the potency results. Another aspect that supports requiring

4.5 Linearity of Concentration–Response Data adequate steepness of slope is the use of subset selection
algorithms. Without a slope steepness criterion, a subset se-

Some bioassay analyses assume that the shape of the con- lection algorithm that seeks to identify subsets of three or
centration–response curve is a straight line or approximates more contiguous data points that are straight and parallel
a straight line over a limited range of concentrations. In might select concentrations on an asymptote. Such subsets
those cases, a linear-response model may be assessed to de- are obviously inappropriate to use for potency estimation.
termine if it is justified for the data in hand. Difference test- How steep or how significant the steepness of the slope
ing methods for assessing linearity face the same problems should be depends on the assay. This criterion should be set
as do difference testing methods applied to parallelism— during assay development and possibly refined during assay
more data and better precision make it more likely to detect validation.
nonlinearity. Because instances in which lack of linearity
does not affect the potency estimate are rare, analysts

4.6 Common Bioassay Modelsshould routinely assess departure from linearity if they wish
to use a linear-response model to estimate potency.

Most bioassays consist of a series of concentrations or di-If an examination of a data plot clearly reveals departure
lutions of both a Test sample and a Standard material. Afrom linearity, this is sufficient to support a conclusion that
mathematical model is fit to the concentration–responselinearity is not present. High data variability, however, may
data, and a relative potency may then be calculated frommask departure from linearity. Thus a general approach for
the parameters of the model. Choice of model may dependlinearity can conform to that for similarity, developed more
on whether quantitative or qualitative data are beingelaborately in section 4.7 Suitability Testing, Implementing
analyzed.Equivalence Testing for Similarity (parallelism).

For quantitative data, models using parallel response(1) Specify a measure of departure from linearity which
profiles which support comparative evaluation for determin-can either combine across samples or be sample spe-
ing relative potency may provide statistical advantages. Ifcific. Possibilities include the nonlinearity sum of
such a model is used, concentrations or dilutions are usuallysquares or quadratic coefficients.
scaled geometrically, e.g., usually in two-fold, log, or half-(2) Use one of the four approaches in Step 2 of Imple-
log increments. If a slope-ratio model is used, concentra-menting Equivalence Testing for Similarity (parallelism)
tions or dilutions can be equally spaced on concentration,to determine, during development, a range of accept-
rather than log concentration. Several functions may beable values (acceptance interval) for the measure of
used for fitting a parallel response model to quantitativenonlinearity.
data, including a linear function, a higher-order polynomial(3) Determine a 90% two-sided confidence interval on
function, a four-parameter logistic (symmetric sigmoid)the measure on nonlinearity, following the Two One-
function, and a five-parameter logistic function for asym-Sided Test (TOST) procedure, and compare the result
metric sigmoids. Such functions require a sufficient numberto the acceptance interval as determined in (2).
of concentrations or dilutions to fit the model. To assess lackOften a subset of the concentrations measured in the as-
of fit of any model it is necessary to have at least one, andsay will be selected in order to establish a linear concentra-
preferably several, more concentrations (or dilutions) thantion–response curve. The subset may be identified graphi-
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the number of parameters that will be estimated in the precision. With replicates in a completely randomized de-
model. Also, at least one, and better, two, concentrations sign, a pure error term may be separated from the assess-
are commonly used to support each asymptote. ment of lack of fit. Care should be taken in deriving a crite-

A linear model is sometimes selected because of apparent rion for lack of fit; the use of the wrong error term may
efficiency and ease of processing. Because bioassay response result in an artificial assessment. The lack of fit sum of
profiles are usually nonlinear, the laboratory might perform squares from the model fit to the Standard may, depending
an experiment with a wide range of concentrations in order on the concentrations used and the way in which the data
to identify the approximately linear region of the concentra- differ from the model, be a useful measure of model ade-
tion–response profile. For data that follow a four-parameter quacy. A threshold may be established, based on sensitivity
logistic model, these are the concentrations near the center analysis (assessment of assay sensitivity to changes in the
of the response region, often from 20% to 80% response analyte) and/or historical data, beyond which the lack of fit
when the data are rescaled to the asymptotes. Caution is value indicates that the data are not suitable. Note that the
appropriate in using a linear model because for a variety of Test data are not used here; adequacy of the model for the
reasons the apparently linear region may shift. A stable lin- Test is part of sample suitability.
ear region may be identified after sufficient experience with For assessment of precision, two alternatives may be con-
the assay and with the variety of samples that are expected sidered. One approach uses the mean squared error (resid-
to be tested in the assay. Data following the four-parameter ual variance) from the model fit to the Standard alone. Be-
logistic function may also be linearized by transformation. cause this approach may have few degrees of freedom for
The lower region of the function is approximately linear the variance estimate, it may be more useful to use a
when the data are log transformed (log–log fit). pooled mean squared error from separate model fits to

Quantal data are typically fit using more complex mathe- Standard and Test. Once the measure is selected, use histor-
matical models. A probit or logit model may be used to ical data and sensitivity analysis to determine a threshold for
estimate a percentile of the response curve (usually the 50th acceptance.
percentile) or, more directly, the relative potency of the Test Sample Suitability—Sample suitability in bioassay generally
to the Standard. Spearman-Kärber analysis is a non-model- consists of the assessment of similarity, which can only be
ing method that may be employed for determining the done within the assay range. Relative potency may be re-
50th percentile of a quantal concentration–response curve. ported only from samples that both show similarity to Stan-

dard, exhibit requisite quality of model fit, and have been
diluted to yield an EC50 (and potency) within the range of4.7 Suitability Testing the assay system.

Similarity—In the context of similarity assessment, classi-System suitability and sample suitability assessment should
cal hypothesis (difference) testing evaluates a null hypothesisbe performed to ensure the quality of bioassay results. Sys-
that a measure (a nonsimilarity parameter measuring thetem suitability in bioassay, as in other analytical methods,
difference between Standard and Test concentra-consists of pre-specified criteria by which the validity of an
tion–response curves) is zero, with an implicit alternative hy-assay (or, perhaps, a run containing several assays) is as-
pothesis that the measure is non-zero or the statistical as-sessed. Analysts may assess system suitability by determining
sumptions are not satisfied. The usual (“difference test”)that some of the parameters of the Standard response are in
criterion that the p-value must be larger than a certain criti-their usual ranges and that some properties (e.g., residual
cal value in order to declare the sample similar to referencevariation) of the data are in their usual range. To achieve
controls the probability that samples are falsely declaredhigh assay acceptance rates, it is advisable to accept large
nonsimilar; this is the producer’s risk of failing good sam-fractions of these usual ranges (99% or more) and to assess
ples. The consumer’s risk (the risk that nonsimilar samplessystem suitability using only a few uncorrelated Standard
are declared similar) is controlled via the precision in theresponse parameters. The choice of system suitability param-
nonsimilarity measure and amount of replication in the as-eters and their ranges may also be informed by empirical or
say; typically these are poorly assessed, leaving consumersimulation studies that measure the influence of changes in
risk uncontrolled.a parameter on potency estimation.

In contrast to difference testing, equivalence testing forSample suitability in bioassay is evaluated using pre-speci-
similarity (assessing whether a 90% confidence interval for afied criteria for the validity of the potency estimate of an
measure of nonsimilarity is contained within specified equiv-individual Test sample, and usually focuses on similarity as-
alence bounds) allows only a 5% probability that samplessessment. System and sample suitability criteria should be
with nonsimilarity measures outside the equivalence bound-established during bioassay development and before bioas-
aries will be declared similar (controlling the consumer’ssay validation. Where there is limited experience with the
risk). With equivalence testing it is practical to examine andbioassay, these criteria may be considered provisional.
manage the producer’s risk by ensuring that there is enoughSystem Suitability—System suitability parameters may be replication in the assay to have good precision in estimatingselected based on the design and the statistical model. Re- the nonsimilarity measure(s).gardless of the design and model, however, system suitabil- For the comparison of slopes, difference tests have tradi-ity parameters should be directly related to the quality of tionally been used to establish parallelism between a Testthe bioassay. These parameters are generally based on stan- sample and the Standard sample. Using this approach thedard and control samples. In parallel-line assays, for exam- laboratory cannot conclude that the slopes are equal. Theple,  low values of the Standard slope typically yield esti- data may be too variable, or the assay design may be toomates of potency with low precision. Rather than reject weak to establish a difference. The laboratory can, however,assays with low slope, analysts may find it more effective to conclude that the slopes are sufficiently similar using theuse additional replicate assays until the assay system can be equivalence testing approach.improved to consistently yield higher-precision estimates of Equivalence testing has practical advantages compared topotency. It may be particularly relevant to monitor the difference testing, including that increased replication yield-range of response levels and location of asymptotes associ- ing improved assay precision will increase the chances thatated with controls or Standard sample to establish appropri- samples will pass the similarity criteria; that decreased assayate levels of response. A drift or a trend in some of the replication or precision will decrease the chances that sam-criteria may indicate the degradation of a critical reagent or ples will pass the similarity criteria; and that sound ap-Standard material. Statistical process control (SPC) methods proaches to combining data from multiple assays of theshould be implemented to detect trends in system suitability same sample to better understand whether a sample is trulyparameters. similar to Standard or not are obtained.Two common measures of system suitability are assess-

ment of the adequacy of the model (goodness of fit) and of
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Because of the advantages associated with the use of the Standard and Test curves separately and the value
equivalence testing in the assessment of similarity, analysts obtained from imposing parallelism:
may transition existing assays to equivalence testing or may

Parallelism sum of squares = RSSEp − RSSEs − RSSEtimplement equivalence testing methods when changes are
made to existing assays. In this effort, it is informative to
examine the risk that the assay will fail good samples. This where the subscripts P, S, and T denote Parallel
risk depends on the precision of the assay system, the repli- model, Standard model, and Test model, respectively.
cation strategy in the assay system, and the critical values of With any composite measure, the analyst must con-
the similarity parameters (this constitutes a process capability sider the implicit relative weighting of the importance
analysis). One approach to transitioning an established assay of the three (or more) curve regions and whether the
from difference testing to equivalence testing (for similarity) weighting is appropriate for the problem at hand. For
is to use the process capability of the assay to set critical the parallelism sum of squares, for example, with
values for similarity parameters. This approach is reasonable nonlinear models, the weighting given to the com-
for an established assay because the risks (of falsely declar- parison of the asymptotes depends on the amount of
ing samples similar and falsely declaring samples nonsimilar) data in the current assay on and near the asymptotes.
are implicitly acceptable, given the assay’s history of suc- Step 2: Specify a range of acceptable values, typically
cessful use. termed an equivalence interval or “indifference zone,” for

Similarity measures may be based on the parameters of the measure of nonsimilarity.
the concentration–response curve and may include the The challenge in implementing equivalence testing is
slope for a straight parallel-line assay; intercept for a slope- in setting appropriate equivalence bounds for the
ratio assay; the slope and asymptotes for a four-parameter nonsimilarity measures. Ideally, information is availa-
logistic parallel-line assay; or the slope, asymptotes, and ble to link variation in similarity measures to meaning-
nonsymmetry parameter in a five-parameter sigmoid model. ful differences in biological function (as measured by
In some cases, these similarity measures have interpretable, the bioassay). Information may be available from eval-
practical meaning in the assay; certain changes in curve uation of orthogonal assays. The following four ap-
shape, for example, may be associated with specific changes proaches can be used to determine this interval. If
(e.g., the presence of a specific active contaminant) in the pharmacopeial limits have been specified for a de-
product. When possible, discussion of these changes and fined measure of nonsimilarity, then the assay should
their likely effects is a valuable part of setting appropriate satisfy those requirements.
equivalence boundaries. a. The first approach is to compile historical data that

Implementing Equivalence Testing for Similarity compare the Standard to itself and using these
(parallelism)—As previously stated, many statistical proce- data to determine the equivalence interval as a tol-
dures for assessing similarity are based on a null hypothesis erance interval for the measure of nonparallelism.
stating that similarity is present and the alternative hypothe- The advantage of using historical data is that they
sis of there being a state of nonsimilarity. Failure to find that give the laboratory control of the false failure rate
similarity is statistically improbable is then taken as a conclu- (the rate of failing a sample that is in fact accept-
sion of similarity. In fact, however, this failure to establish a able). The disadvantage is that there is no control
probabilistic basis for nonsimilarity does not prove similarity. of the false pass rate (the rate of passing a sample
Equivalence testing provides a method for the analyst to that may have an unacceptable difference in per-
proceed to a conclusion (if warranted by the data) of suffi- formance relative to the Standard). The equiva-
ciently similar while controlling the risk of doing so inappro- lence interval specification developed in this way is
priately. The following provides a sequence for this process based solely on assay capability. Laboratories that
of implementing equivalence testing. use this approach should take caution that an im-

Step 1: Choose a measure of nonsimilarity. precise assay in need of improvement may yield
For the parallel-line case, this could be the difference such a wide equivalence interval that no useful dis-
or ratio of slopes. (The ratio of slopes can be less crimination of nonsimilarity is possible.
sensitive to the value of the slope. Framing the slope b. Approach (a) is simple to implement in routine use
difference as a proportional change from Standard and can be used with assay designs that do not
rather than in absolute slope units has an advantage provide reliable estimates of within-assay variation
because it is invariant to the units on the concentra- and hence confidence intervals. However, there is
tion and response axes.) For a slope-ratio assay, the a risk that assays with larger than usual amounts of
measure of nonsimilarity can be the difference in y- within-assay variation can pass inappropriately. The
intercepts between Test and Standard samples. Again, preferable alternative to (a) is therefore to deter-
it can be advantageous to frame this difference as a mine a tolerance interval for the confidence inter-
proportion of the (possibly transformed) response val for the measure of nonparallelism. The follow-
range of Standard to make the measure invariant to ing is particularly appropriate to transition an
the units of the response. existing assay with a substantial body of historical
 The determination of similarity could be based on data on both Standard and Test samples from a
the individual parameters, one at a time; for the four- difference testing approach to an equivalence
parameter logistic model, similarity between Standard approach:
and Test samples can be assessed discretely for the i. For each value of the measure of nonparallelism
upper asymptote, the slope, and the lower asym- from the historical data, determine a 95% confi-
ptote. If sigmoid curves with additional parameters dence interval, (m,n).
are used to fit bioassay data, it is also important to ii. For each confidence interval, determine its maxi-
consider addressing similarity between Standard and mum departure from perfect parallelism. This is
Test preparations of the additional curve parameters max(|m|, |n|) for differences, max(1/m,n) for ra-
(e.g., asymmetry parameter of the five-parameter tios, and simply n for quantities that must be
model). Alternatively, evaluation of similarity can be positive, such as a sum of squares.
based on a single composite measure of nonparallel- iii. Determine a tolerance interval for the maximum
ism, such as the parallelism sum of squares. This is departures obtained in (ii). This will be a one-
found as the difference in residual sum of squared sided tolerance interval for these necessarily pos-
errors (RSSE) between the value obtained from fitting itive quantities. A nonparametric tolerance inter-

val approach is preferred.
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iv. “Sufficiently parallel” is concluded for new data For approach (c), an approach that essentially treats
if the confidence interval for the measure of the parallelism as a discrimination problem may be
nonparallelism falls completely within the inter- used. The choice of the cut point in (c) should take
val determined in (iii). into account the rates of false positive and false nega-

Approaches (a) and (b), through their reliance on as- tive decisions (and the acceptable risks to the labora-
say capability, control only the false fail rate, and tory) and should reflect the between-assay variability
neglect the false pass rate. Incorporating information in precision. Thus it is reasonable to compare the
from sources other than the evaluation of assay capa- point estimate of the measure of nonparallelism to
bility provides control of the false pass rate. Ap- the cut point and to not use confidence intervals. This
proaches (c) and (d) are means to this end. approach is simpler to implement in routine use and
c. The third approach starts with historical data com- can be used with assay designs that cannot provide

paring the Standard to itself and adds data com- reliable estimates of within-assay variation. 
paring the Standard to known failures, e.g., to de- For approach (d), demonstrate that the measure of
graded samples. Compare values of the measure of nonsimilarity is significantly greater than the lower
nonsimilarity for data for which a conclusion of endpoint of the acceptance interval and significantly
similarity is appropriate (Standard against itself) less than the upper endpoint. (If the acceptance inter-
and data for which a conclusion of similarity is not val is one-sided, then apply only the single applicable
appropriate, e.g., degraded samples. Based on this test.) This is use of the TOST approach. For most situ-
comparison, determine a value of the measure of ations, TOST can be most simply implemented by cal-
nonsimilarity that discriminates between the two culating a 90% two-sided confidence interval, which
cases. If this approach is employed, a range of corresponds to a 5% equivalence test. If this confi-
samples for which a conclusion of similarity is not dence interval lies entirely within the equivalence in-
appropriate should be utilized, including samples terval specified at the beginning of Step 2, then simi-
with the minimal important nonsimilarity.  For non- larity is sufficiently demonstrated. For parallel-line
linear models, this comparison also can be used to models, one can use either (1) a confidence interval
determine which parameters should be assessed; based on the value of the difference of the slopes ±k
some may not be sensitive to the failures that can times the standard error of that value, or (2) Fieller’s
occur with the specific assay or collection of non- Theorem for the ratio of slopes may be used. For
similar samples. slope ratio models use the confidence interval for the

d. The fourth approach is based on combining a sen- difference of intercepts. For nonlinear models, there is
sitivity analysis of the assay curve to nonsimilarity evidence that these simple confidence interval meth-
parameters with what is known about the product ods do not attain the stated level of confidence, and
and the assay.  It is particularly helpful if informa- methods based on likelihood profile or resampling are
tion is available that links a shift in one or more more appropriate.
nonsimilarity measures to properties of the prod- Range—The range for a relative potency bioassay is the in-
uct. These measures may be direct (e.g., con- terval between the upper and lower relative potencies for
formational changes in a protein) or indirect (e.g., which the bioassay is shown to have suitable levels of preci-
changes in efficacy or safety in an animal model). sion, relative accuracy, linearity of log potency, and success
A complementary approach is provided by a lim- rates for system and sample suitability. It is straightforward
ited sensitivity analysis that combines analyst and to determine whether or not a sample that is similar to a
biologist judgment regarding the magnitude of Standard has a relative potency within the (validated) range
shifts in a nonsimilarity parameter that are mean- of the assay system. For samples that are not similar accord-
ingful, with simulation and/or laboratory experi- ing to established criteria, it is more challenging to deter-
ments, to demonstrate thresholds for similarity pa- mine whether a relative potency estimate for the sample
rameters that provide protection against important might be obtained. In a nonlinear parallel-line assay a sam-
nonsimilarity.  Additionally, risk analysis may be in- ple that does not have data on one asymptote might be
formed by the therapeutic index of the drug. assumed to be out of the potency range of the assay. In a

Step 3. Examine whether the value of the nonsimilarity parallel straight-line assay a sample that does not have three
measure is found within the equivalence interval of accept- or more points on the steep portion of the response curve
able values. may be out of the potency range of the assay. For samples

For approaches (a) and (b), compare the obtained that have not been shown to be similar to reference it is not
value of the measure of nonparallelism (a) or its confi- appropriate to report potency or to construct a ratio of
dence interval (b) to the interval obtained at the be- EC50s from unrestricted fits. As such samples may be out of
ginning of Step 2. The value must be within the limits the assay range, it may be useful to shift the dilution of the
if one uses (a), or the confidence interval must be test sample for a subsequent assay on the basis of an esti-
completely within the limits if one uses (b). mate of relative activity. This estimated relative activity may
An alternative to the approach described above [for be obtained via the ratio of the concentrations of Standard
(a)] is to use an average (historical) value for the vari- and Test that yields responses that match the reference re-
ance of the ratio or difference in a similarity parame- sponse at the reference EC50.
ter—obtained from some number of individual as-
says—to compute an acceptance interval for a point
estimate of the similarity parameter. This approach is 4.8 Outliers
simpler to implement in routine use and can be used
with assay designs that are unable to provide reliable Bioassay data should be screened for outliers before rela-
estimates of within-assay variation. However, there is tive potency analysis. Outliers may be simple random events
a price. The equivalence testing approach that relies or a signal of a systematic problem in the bioassay. System-
on assay-specific (within-assay) measure(s) of variation atic error that generates outliers may be due to a dilution
(i.e., the confidence intervals) is conservative in the error at one or more concentrations of a Test sample or the
sense that it will fail to pass similarity for samples Standard or due to a mechanical error (e.g., system mal-
from assays that have larger than usual amounts of function). Several approaches for outlier detection can be
within-assay variation. Using an acceptance region for considered. Visual inspection is frequently utilized but
a similarity parameter—rather than an acceptance re- should be augmented with a more objective approach to
gion for confidence intervals for the similarity parame- avoid potential bias.
ter—loses this conservative property and hence is not An outlier is a datum that appears not to belong among
preferred where alternatives exist. the other data present. An outlier may have a distinct, iden-
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tifiable cause, such as a mistake in the bench work, equip- ticularly if outliers tend to occur more often at high values
ment malfunction, or a data recording error, or it could just or at high responses, then this may be an indication that
be an unusual value relative to the variability typically seen the data require some adjustment, such as log transforma-
and may appear without an identifiable cause. The essential tion, as part of the assay procedure. Two approaches to
question pertaining to an outlier becomes: Is the apparent statistical assessment of outlying data are replication-based
outlier sampled from the same population as the other, less and model-based.
discordant, data, or is it from another population? If it Replication-Based Approaches—When replicates are per-
comes from the same population and the datum is, there- formed at concentrations of a Test sample and the Stan-
fore, an unusual (yet still legitimate) value obtained by dard, an “extra variability” (EV) criterion may be employed
chance, then the datum should stand. If it comes from an- to detect outliers. Historical data can be analyzed to deter-
other population and the datum’s excursive value is due to mine the range in variability commonly observed among
human error or instrument malfunction, then the datum replicates, and this distribution of ranges can be used to
should be omitted from calculations. In practice, the answer establish an extreme in the range that might signal an out-
to this essential question is often unknown, and investiga- lier. Metrics that can be utilized are the simple range (maxi-
tions into causes are often inconclusive. Outlier manage- mum replicate minus minimum replicate), the standard
ment relies on procedures and practices to yield the best deviation, or the CV or RSD among replicates. However, if
answer possible to that essential question and to guide re- the bioassay exhibits heterogeneity of variability, assump-
sponse accordingly. tions about uniform scatter of data are unsupported. Ana-

General chapter Analytical Data—Interpretation and Treat- lysts can use a variable criterion across levels in the bioassay,
ment 〈1010〉 addresses outlier labeling, identification, and re- or they can perform a transformation of the data to a scale
jection; statistical methods are included. General chapter that yields homogeneity of variability. Transformation can be
〈1010〉 also lists additional sources of information that can performed with a POM approach as discussed previously.
provide a comprehensive review of the relevant statistical Where heterogeneity exists nonnormality is likely present,
methodology. General chapter 〈1010〉 makes no explicit re- and the range rather than standard deviation or RSD should
marks regarding outlier analysis in linear or nonlinear regres- be used.
sion. Outlier analysis techniques appropriate for data ob- The actions taken upon detection of a potential outlier
tained from regression of response on concentration can be depend in part on the number of replicates. If EV is de-
used. Some remarks about outliers are provided here in the tected within a pair (n = 2) at a concentration of a Test
context of bioassays to emphasize or complement the infor- sample or the Standard, it will not always be clear which of
mation in 〈1010〉. the replicates is aberrant, and the laboratory should elimi-

Of the procedures employed for analysis of drug com- nate the concentration from further processing. If more than
pounds and biological drugs, the bioassay may be expected two replicates are performed at each dilution the laboratory
to be the most prone to outlying data. The management of may choose to adopt a strategy that identifies which of the
outliers is appropriate with bioassay data on at least two extremes may be the outlier. Alternatively, the laboratory
levels: where an individual datum or a group of data (e.g., may choose to eliminate the dilution from further
data at a concentration) can be checked against expected processing.
responses for the sample and concentration; and, separately, Model-Based Approaches—Model-based approaches maywhen estimates of relative potency from an assay can be be used to detect outliers within bioassay data. These ap-checked for consistency with other independent estimates of proaches use the residuals from the fit of an appropriatethe potency of the same material. model. In general, if using model-based methods to identifyThree important aspects of outlier management are pre- potential outliers, the models used may make fewer assump-vention, labeling, and identification. tions about the data than the models used to assess suitabil-Outlier prevention is preferred for obvious reasons, and is ity and estimate potency. For example, a non-parametricfacilitated by procedures that are less subject to error and regression (smoothing) model may be useful.by checks that are sensitive to the sorts of errors that, given Lastly, an alternative to discarding outlying data is to usethe experience gained in assay development, may be ex- robust methods that are less sensitive to influence by outly-pected to occur. In effect, the error never becomes an out- ing observations. Use of the median rather than the meanlier because it is prevented from occurring. to describe the data’s center exemplifies a robust perspec-Good practice calls for the examination of data for outli- tive. Also, regression using the method of least squares,ers and labeling (“flagging”) of the apparently outlying ob- which underlies many of the methods in this chapter, is notservation(s) for investigation. If investigation finds a cause, robust in the presence of outliers. The use of methods suchthen the outlying datum may be excluded from analysis. as robust regression may be appropriate but is not coveredBecause of the ordinary occurrence of substantial variability in the USP bioassay chapters.in bioassay response, a laboratory’s investigation into the
outlying observation is likely to yield no determinable cause.
However, the lack of evidence regarding an outlier’s cause is 4.9 Fixed and Random Effects in Models of
not a clear indication that statistical outlier testing is war- Bioassay Responseranted. Knowledge of the typical range of assay response
variability should be the justification for the use of statistical The choice of treating factors as fixed or random is im-outlier tests. portant for the bioassay design, the development experi-Outlier identification is the use of rules to confirm that the ments,  the statistical analysis of data, and the bioassay vali-values are inconsistent with the known or assumed statistical dation. Fixed effects are factors for which all levels, or allmodel. For outliers with no determined cause, it is tempting levels of interest, are discretely present, like sample, concen-to use statistical outlier identification procedures to discard tration, temperature and duration of thaw, and incubationunusual values. Discarding data solely because of statistical time. Data for a response at some level, or combination ofconsiderations should be a rare event. Falsely discarding levels, of a fixed factor, can predict future responses. Fixeddata leads to overly optimistic estimates of variability and effects are expected to cause a consistent shift in responses.can bias potency estimates. The laboratory should monitor Analysts study fixed effects by controlling them in the de-the failure rate for its outlier procedure and should take ac- sign and examining changes in means across levels of thetion when this is significantly higher than expected. factor.Statistical procedures for outlier identification depend on Random effects are factors of which the levels in a partic-assumptions about the distribution of the data without outli- ular run of an assay are considered representative of levelsers. Identification of data as outliers may mean only that the that could be present. That is, there is no expectation thatassumption about distribution is not correct. If dropping any specific value of the random factor will influence re-outliers because of statistical considerations is common, par-
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sponse. Rather, that value may vary subject to some ex- independent of experimental treatments, may be observed.
pected distribution of values and thus may be a source of These gradients may occur across rows, across columns, or
variability. For example, there is no desire to predict assay from the edge to the center of the plate and are often
response for a specific day, but there is interest in predicting called plate effects. Even moderate or inconsistent plate ef-
the variation in response associated with the factor “day”. fects should be addressed during assay development, by
Examples of random effects include reagent lot, operator, or means of plate layout strategies, blocking, randomization,
day if there is no interest in specific reagent lots, operators, and replication.
or day as sources of variability. Analysts may study random Plate effects can be evaluated in a uniformity trial in which
effects by measuring the variance components correspond- a single experimental treatment, such as an assay concentra-
ing to each random effect. Variance components can be es- tion chosen from the middle section of the concentra-
timated well only if there are an appreciable number of lev- tion–response curve, is used in all wells of the plate. Figure 1
els of each random effect.  If there are, for example, only provides an example of what may be observed; a trend of
two or three reagent lots or analysts present, the variation decreasing signal is evident from right to left. In this case, it
associated with these factors will be poorly estimated. was discovered that the plate washer was washing more

Making a correct choice regarding treating a factor as briskly on the left side of the plate, and required adjustment
fixed or random is important to the design of the assay and to provide uniform washing intensity and eliminate the gra-
to proper reporting of its precision. Treating all factors as dient. Another common plate effect is a differential cell-
fixed, for example, leads to an understatement of assay vari- growth pattern in which the outer wells of the plate grow
ability because it ignores all sources of variability other than cells in such a way that the assay signal is attenuated. This is
replication. The goal is to identify specific sources of variabil- such a persistent problem that the choice is often made to
ity that can be controlled, to properly include those factors not use the outer wells of the assay plate. Because location
in the design, and then to include other factors as random. effects are so common, designs that place replicates (e.g., of

If the factor may switch from random to fixed effect or sample by concentration combinations) in adjacent wells
vice versa, the factor should normally be modeled as a ran- should be avoided. 
dom effect. For example, reagent lots cannot be controlled, Blocking is the grouping of related experimental units in
so different lots are typically considered to cause variability, experimental designs.  Blocks may consist of individual 96-
and reagent lot would be considered a random effect. How- well plates, sections of 96-well plates, or 96-well plates
ever, if a large shift in response values has been traced to a grouped by analyst, day, or batch of cells. The goal is to
particular lot, a comparison among a set of lots could be isolate any systematic effects so that they do not obscure
performed using reagent lot as a fixed effect. Similarly, the effects of interest. A complete block design occurs when
within-assay location (e.g., block, plate, plate row, plate col- all levels of a treatment factor (in a bioassay, the primary
umn, or well) or sequence may be considered a source of treatment factors are sample and concentration) are applied
random variation or a source of a consistent (fixed) effect. to experimental units for that factor within a single block.

Assay designs that consist of multiple factors are efficient, An incomplete block design occurs when the number of levels
but require corresponding statistical techniques that incor- of a treatment factor exceeds the number of experimental
porate the factors as fixed or random effects in the analysis. units for that factor within the block.
If all factors are fixed, the statistical model is termed a fixed- Randomization is a process of assignment of treatment to
effects model. If all are random, it is termed a random-ef- experimental units based on chance so that all such experi-
fects model. If some factors are fixed and some random, the mental units have an equal chance of receiving a given
model is a mixed-effects model. Note that the concepts of treatment. Although challenging in practice, randomization
fixed and random effects apply to models for quantitative, of experimental treatments has been advocated as the best
qualitative and integer responses. For assay designs that in- approach to minimizing assay bias or, more accurately, to
clude multiple experimental units (e.g., samples assigned to protecting the assay results from known and unknown
sets of tubes and concentrations assigned to pre-plate sources of bias by converting bias into variance. While
tubes) a mixed-effects model in which the experimental randomization of samples and concentrations to individual
units are treated as random effects is particularly effective. plate wells may not be practical, a plate layout can be de-
Additional complexity is added by the presence of designs signed to minimize plate effects by alternating sample posi-
with crossed random effects (e.g., each operator used mate- tions across plates and the pattern of dilutions within and
rial from one or more reagent batches, but many reagent across plates. Where multiple plates are required in an assay,
batches were used by multiple operators).  This can cause the plate layout design should, at a minimum, alternate
methodological and computational challenges for model fit- sample positions across plates within an assay run to accom-
ting, especially when the designs are unbalanced. modate possible bias introduced by the analyst or equip-

ment on a given day. It is prudent to use a balanced rota-
tion of layouts on plates so that the collection of replicates

5. STAGES IN THE BIOASSAY DEVELOPMENT (each of which uses a different layout) provides some pro-
PROCESS tection against likely sources of bias.

Figure 2 illustrates a patterned assay design that lacks
Given the ubiquity of cell-based assays and the motivation randomization and is susceptible to bias. Dilutions and repli-

to use one bioassay system to provide context for discus- cates of the Test preparations (A and B) and the Standard
sion, the development of a cell-based bioassay will be used (R) are placed together sequentially on the plate. Bias due
to illustrate the stages in the bioassay development to a plate or incubator effect can influence some or all of
continuum. the concentrations of one of the samples. Note that in

Figures 2 through 5 all outer plate wells are left as blanks to
protect against edge effect.

5.1 Design: Assay Layout, Blocking, and A layout that provides some protection from plate effects
Randomization and can be performed manually is a strip-plot design, shown

in Figure 3. Here samples are randomized to rows of a plate
Most cell-based assays are performed using a cell culture and dilution series are performed in different directions in

plate (6-, 12-, 96-, or 384-well micro titer plate). Ideally, a different sections (blocks) on the plate to mitigate bias
plate is able to provide a uniform substrate for experimental across columns of the plate. An added advantage of the
treatments in all wells, including after wash steps and incu- strip-plot design is the ability to detect location effects by
bations. However, regardless of assay conditions intended to the interaction of sample and dilution direction (left-to-right
minimize the potential for bias (e.g., good analyst tech- or right-to-left).
nique, careful calibration of pipets, controlled incubation Figure 4 illustrates an alternation of Test (Test sample 1 =
time, and temperature), systematic gradients on the plate, “1”; Test sample 2 = “2”) and Standard (“R”) positions on
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Figure 1. Plot of change in assay response across a plate.

Figure 2. A highly patterned plate.

multiple plates, within a single assay run; this protects dent observations. Correlations may also be introduced by
against plate row effects. Combining the two methods illus- use of multichannel pipets. Independent dilutions help miti-
trated if Figures 3 and 4 can effectively help convert plate gate the bias resulting from dilution errors. 
bias into assay variance. Assay variance may then be ad- It is noteworthy that when working to improve precision,
dressed, as necessary, by increased assay replication (in- the biggest reductions in variance come when replicating at
creased number of plates in an assay). the highest possible levels of nested random effects.  This is

A split-plot design, an alternative that assigns samples to particularly effective when these highest levels are sources of
plate rows randomly and randomizes dilutions (concentra- variability. To illustrate:  replicating extensively within a day
tions) within each row, is seen in Figure 5. Such a strategy for an assay known to have great day-to-day variation is not
may be difficult to implement even with the use of robotics. effective in improving precision of reportable values.

Dilution Strategy—Assay concentrations of a Test sample
and the Standard can be obtained in different ways. Labora- 5.2 Developmenttories often perform serial dilutions, in which each dilution is
prepared from the previous one, in succession. Alternatively, A goal of bioassay development is to achieve optimalthe laboratory may prepare wholly independent dilutions bioassay relative accuracy and precision of the potency esti-from the Test sample and Standard to obtain independent mate. An endpoint of assay development is the completedconcentration series. These two strategies result in the same development of the assay procedure, a protocol for the per-nominal concentrations, but they have different properties formance of the bioassay. The procedure should includerelated to error. Serial dilutions are subject to propagation enough detail so that a qualified laboratory with a trainedof error across the dilution series, and a dilution error made analyst can perform the procedure in a routine manner. Aat an early dilution will result in correlated, non-indepen- strategic part of development is a look forward toward per-
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Figure 3. A strip-plot design.

Figure 4. A multi-plate assay with varied Test and Reference positions.

Figure 5. A split-plot design.

formance maintenance. Standard operating procedures for be conducted one factor at a time (OFAT), studying each
reagent and technician qualification, as well as for calibra- parameter separately to identify ideal conditions, or through
tion of the working Standard, help complete the bioassay the use of multi-factor design of experiments (DOE). DOE is
development package. an efficient and effective strategy for developing a bioassay

and improving bioassay performance, thus helping to obtainOne Factor at a Time versus Design of Experiments—
a measurement system that meets its requirements. In com-Bioassay development proceeds through a series of experi-
parison to OFAT, DOE generally requires fewer experimentsments in which conditions and levels of assay factors are
and also provides insight into interactions of factors thatvaried to identify those that support a reliable and robust
affect bioassay performance. Assay development using DOEbioassay qualified for routine use. Those experiments may
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may proceed through a series of steps: process mapping 5.3 Data Analysis during Assay Development
and risk analysis; screening; response optimization; and
confirmation. Analysis of bioassay data during assay development en-
Process Mapping and Risk Analysis—Bioassay optimization ables analysts to make decisions regarding the statistical
may begin with a systematic examination and risk assess- model that will be used for routine analysis, including trans-
ment to identify those factors that may influence bioassay formation and/or weighting of data, and the development
response. It is useful to visualize bioassay factors using a of system and sample suitability criteria. The analysis also
bioassay process map such as a cause-and-effect or fishbone provides information regarding which elements of design
diagram. Using the process map as a guide, the laboratory structure should be used during outlier detection and the
can examine assay factors that might affect assay perfor- fitting of a full model. This may also include a plan for
mance, such as buffer pH, incubation temperature, and in- choosing subsets of data, such as a linear portion, for analy-
cubation time. Historical experience with one or several of sis or, for nonlinear bioassays, a model reduction strategy
the bioassay steps, along with sound scientific judgment, for samples similar to Standard. Once these decisions are
can identify key factors that require further evaluation. One made and proven sound during validation, they don’t need
tool that may be used to prioritize factors is a failure mode to be reassessed with each performance of the assay. A pro-
and effects analysis. Factors are typically scored by the com- cess approach to enabling these decisions follows.
bination of their potential to influence assay response and Step 1: Choose an appropriate statistical model (also see
the likelihood that they will occur. The laboratory must be section 4.6 Common Bioassay Models).
careful to recognize potential interactions between assay Given the complexity of bioassays and the motivation
factors. to use an approach proven reliable, fairly standardized

analytical models are common in the field of bioassayScreening—Once potential key factors have been identified
analysis.  Nonetheless, many considerations are in-from process mapping and risk analysis, the laboratory may
volved in choosing the most appropriate statisticalconduct an initial screening experiment to probe for effects
model. First, the model should be appropriate for thethat may require control. Screening designs such as factorial
type of assay endpoint—continuous, count, or dichot-and fractional factorial designs are commonly used for this
omous. Second, the model should incorporate thepurpose. Software is available to assist the practitioner in the
structure of the assay design. For any design otherselection of the design and in subsequent analysis. Analysts
than completely randomized, there will be terms inshould take care, however, to understand their assumptions
the model for the structural elements. These couldabout design selection and analysis to ensure accurate iden-
be, for example, within-plate blocking, location oftification of experimental factors.
cage in the animal facility, day, etc. A third considera-Response Optimization—A screening design will usually tion, applicable to continuous endpoints, involvesdetect a few important factors from among those studied. whether to use a regression model or a means modelSuch factors can be further studied in a response-optimiza- (an analysis of variance model that fits a separatetion design. Response-optimization designs such as central mean at each dilution level of each sample tested),composite designs are performed to determine optimal set- with appropriate error terms. A means model can betings for combinations of bioassay factors for achieving de- appropriate at this stage because it makes no assump-sired response. The information obtained from response op- tions about the shape of the concentration–responsetimization may be depicted as a response surface and can curve.be used to establish ranges that yield acceptable assay per- Step 2: Fit the chosen statistical model to the data withoutformance and will be incorporated into the bioassay the assumption of parallelism, and then assess the distribu-procedure. tion of the residuals, specifically examining them for depar-In the parlance of Quality by Design (QbD), the “region” tures from normality and constant variance.where the combined levels of input variables and process Transform the data as necessary or, if needed, chooseparameters have been demonstrated to provide acceptable a weighting scheme (see section 4.3 Variance Hetero-assay performance is described as the design space for the geneity, Weighting, and Transformation). Use as large abioassay. Establishing a true design space for a bioassay is body of assay data, from independent assays, as pos-challenging; some but not all factors and levels of random sible. The primary goal is to address any departurefactors will be included in the development DOE, and there from normality and from constant variance of re-is no assurance that the design space is not sensitive to sponses across the range of concentrations in the as-unstudied random factors.  Similarly, there is little assurance say. Step 2 will likely alternate between imposing athat the assay (design space) is robust to random factors transformation and assessing the distribution of thethat are studied using small samples (or non-random sam- residuals.ples of levels). Elements of DOE that may be considered Step 3: Screen for outliers, and remove as is appropriate.include the use of blocks; deliberate confounding among This step normally follows the initial choice of a suita-interactions  that are of lower interest, or known to be un- ble transformation and/or weighting method. Ideallyimportant; robust design (response surface designs with ran- the model used for outlier detection contains the im-dom effects); and use of split-plot, strip-plot, or split-lot portant elements of the assay design structure, allowsdesigns. nonsimilar curves, and makes fewer assumptions

Confirmation—The mathematical model depicting assay about the functional shape of the concentra-
performance as a function of changes in key assay factors is tion–response curve than did the model used to as-
an approximation; thus, it is customary to confirm perfor- sess similarity. See section 4.8 Outliers and general
mance at the ideal settings of the bioassay. Confirmation chapter 〈1010〉 for discussion of outlier detection and
can take the form of a qualification trial in which the assay removal. In some cases, outliers may be so severe that
is performed, preferably multiple independent times using a reasonable model cannot be fit, and thus residuals
optimal values for factors. Alternatively, the laboratory may will not be available. In such cases, it is necessary to
determine that the bioassay has been adequately developed screen the raw data for outliers before attempting to
and may move to validation. Qualification is a good prac- fit the model.
tice, not a regulatory requirement. The decision to perform During assay development, a strategy should be de-
confirmatory qualifying runs or to proceed to validation de- veloped for the investigation and treatment of an out-
pends upon the strength of the accumulated information lier observation, including any limits on how many
obtained throughout development. outliers are acceptable. Include these instructions in

the assay SOP. Good practice includes recording the
process of an investigation, outlier test(s) applied, and
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results therefrom. Note that outlier procedures must systems may be quite different (e.g., an animal bioassay ver-
be considered apart from the investigation and treat- sus a cell-based bioassay), if the assays use the same Stan-
ment of an out-of-specification (OOS) result (reporta- dard and mechanism of action, comparable potencies may
ble value). Decisions to remove an outlier from data reasonably be expected. If the new assay uses a different
analysis should not be made on the basis of how the Standard, the minimum requirement for an acceptable com-
reportable value will be affected (e.g., a potential parison is a unit slope of the log linear relationship between
OOS result). Removing data as outliers should be the estimated potencies. An important implication of this
rare. If many values from a run are removed as outli- recommendation is that poor precision or biased assays
ers, that run should be considered suspect. used early can have lasting impact on the replication re-

Step 4: Refit the model with the transformation and/or quirements, even if the assay is later replaced by an im-
weighting previously imposed (Step 2) without the observa- proved assay.■1S (USP35)

tions identified as outliers (Step 3) and re-assess the appro-
priateness of the model.
Step 5: If necessary or desired, choose a scheme for identi-
fying subsets of data to use for potency estimation, whether
the model is linear or nonlinear (see section 4.5 Linearity of
Concentration–Response Data).
Step 6:  Calculate a relative potency estimate by analyzing

Add the following:the Test and Standard data together using a model con-
strained to have parallel lines or curves, or equal intercepts.

■〈1033〉 BIOLOGICAL ASSAY
5.4 Bioassay Validation

VALIDATION
The bioassay validation is a protocol-driven study that

demonstrates that the procedure is fit for use. A stage-wise
approach to validation may be considered, as in a “suitable
for intended use” validation to support release of clinical
trial material, and a final, comprehensive validation prior to 1. INTRODUCTION
BLA or MAA filing. Preliminary system and sample suitability
controls should be established and clearly described in the Biological assays (also called bioassays) are an integral part
assay procedure; these may be finalized based on additional of the quality assessment required for the manufacturing
experience gained in the validation exercise. Chapter 〈1033〉 and marketing of many biological and some non-biological
provides validation comprehensive discussion of bioassay drug products. Bioassays commonly used for drug potency
validation. estimation can be distinguished from chemical tests by their

reliance on a biological substrate (e.g., animals, living cells,
or functional complexes of target receptors). Because of5.5 Bioassay Maintenance multiple operational and biological factors arising from this
reliance on biology, they typically exhibit a greater variabil-The development and validation of a bioassay, though ity than do chemically-based tests.discrete operations, lead to ongoing activities. Assay im- Bioassays are one of several physicochemical and biologicprovements may be implemented as technologies change, tests with procedures and acceptance criteria that controlas the laboratory becomes more skilled with the procedure, critical quality attributes of a biological drug product. Asand as changes to bioassay methodology require re-evalua- described in the ICH Guideline entitled Specifications: Testtion of bioassay performance. Some of these changes may Procedures And Acceptance Criteria For Biotechnological/Bi-be responses to unexpected performance during routine ological Products (Q6B), section 2.1.2, bioassay techniquesprocessing. Corrective action should be monitored using may measure an organism’s biological response to the prod-routine control procedures. Substantial changes may require uct; a biochemical or physiological response at the cellulara study verifying that the bioassay remains fit for use. An level; enzymatic reaction rates or biological responses in-equivalence testing approach can be used to show that the duced by immunological interactions; or ligand- and recep-change has resulted in acceptable performance. A statisti- tor-binding. As new biological drug products and new tech-cally-oriented study can be performed to demonstrate that nologies emerge, the scope of bioassay approaches is likelythe change does not compromise the previously acceptable to expand. Therefore, general chapter Biological Assay Vali-performance characteristics of the assay. dation 〈1033〉 emphasizes validation approaches that provide

Assay Transfer—Assay transfer assumes both a known in- flexibility to adopt new bioassay methods, new biological
tended use of the bioassay in the recipient lab and the asso- drug products, or both in conjunction for the assessment of
ciated required capability for the assay system. These implic- drug potency.
itly, though perhaps not precisely, demarcate the limits on Good manufacturing practice requires that test methods
the amount of bias and loss of precision allowed between used for assessing compliance of pharmaceutical products
labs. Using two laboratories interchangeably to support one with quality requirements should meet appropriate stan-
product will require considering the variation between labs dards for accuracy and reliability. Assay validation is the pro-
in addition to intermediate precision for sample size require- cess of demonstrating and documenting that the perfor-
ments to determine process capability. For a discussion and mance characteristics of the procedure and its underlying
example pertaining to the interrelationship of bias, process method meet the requirements for the intended application
capability, and validation, see A Bioassay Validation Example and that the assay is thereby suitable for its intended use.
in 〈1033〉. USP general chapter Validation of Compendial Procedures
Improving or Updating a Bioassay System—A new version 〈1225〉 and ICH Q2(R1) describe the assay performance
of a bioassay may improve the quality of bias, precision, characteristics (parameters) that should be evaluated for
range, robustness, specificity, lower the operating costs or procedures supporting small-molecule pharmaceuticals. Al-
offer other compelling advantages. When improving or up- though evaluation of these validation parameters is straight-
dating a bioassay system a bridging study may be used to forward for many types of analytical procedures for well-
compare the performance of the new to the established as- characterized, chemically-based drug products, their inter-
say. A wide variety of samples (e.g., lot release, stability, pretation and applicability for some types of bioassays has
stressed, critical isoforms) can be used for demonstrating not been clearly delineated. This chapter addresses bioassay
equivalence of estimated potencies. Even though the assay validation from the point of view of the measurement of
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